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To all whom it may concern: 
Beit known...that I, JAMES MAPES DODGE, 

of Chicago, in the county of Cook and State 
of Illinois, have invented a new and useful 
Dose-Measuring Bottle; and I do hereby de 
clare that the following is a full and exact de 
scription thereof, reference being had to the 
accompanying drawings, making part of this 
specification. - 
Myinvention relates to a novel construction 

of bottle, adapted most particularly to contain. 
liquid medicines, which have usually to be 
taken in prescribed doses or quantities, and de 
signed to enable the user of the bottle and its 
contents to measure and pour out only so much 
of the latter as may be prescribed, or as it may 
lpe desired to use at one time. 
To this main end and object my invention 

consists in a bottle or receptacle for contain 
ing liquids provided with a measuring-recepta 
cle, formed preferably in the neck of the bottle 
in such manner that by first tilting or turning 
the bottle so as to cause the liquid contents 
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to flow into said auxiliary receptacle or meas 
uring device, and then turning the bottle so as 
to leave a portion of the contents in said aux 
iliary receptacle, (and separated from the liq 
uid in the main portion or chamber of the bot 
tle,) the portion of the contents then contained 
in said auxiliary receptacle may be poured out 
without discharging any portion of the con 
tents of the main receptacle or body portion 
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of the bottle, all as will be hereinafter more fully explained. 
To enable those skilled in the art to make 

and use my invention, I will now proceed to 
more fully describe it, referring by letters to 
the accompanying drawings, forming part of 
this specification, and in which 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a bottle 
embodying my invention. Fig. 2 is a longi 
tudinal central section of the same, illustrating 
how the bottle should be manipulated to fill 
the measuring-receptacle; and Figs. 3 and 4 
are similar sections with bottle in different po 
sitions, for purposes to be presently explained. 
Fig. 5 is a sectional view, showing a modified 
construction of bottle embracing myinvention. 
Fig. 6 is a similar view, showing still another 
modification of or another mode of carrying 
out my said invention. 
Wherever the same part occurs in different 

views it will be found designated by the same 
letter of reference. 
In Figs. 1 to 4, inclusive, A is the main or 

body portion of a bottle, and B what corre 
sponds substantially to what is usually desig 
nated the “neck,” but which I form, by pref. 
erence, in a peculiar manner, and locate toward 
one side of the body portion A, instead of in 
line with the center of the body portion, as is 
most commonly located the bottle-neck. At 
the extremity of the part B is the usual mouth 
or discharge-orifice, adapted to receive a cork 
or stopper, C, in the usual manner, and pref. 
erably formed with the ordinary circular flange 
or lip d. 
The neck-like portion B, it will be observed, is 

suddenly and considerably enlarged or bulged 
out at one side immediately beyond the point 
of its junction with the body portion A, so as 
to form, when the bottle shall be held in a cer 
tain position, as shown for instance, at Fig. 3, 
a sort of hollow or receptacle, e, designed to 
hold a given or prescribed quantity of the 
liquid contents of the bottle. 
The conformation of this neck-like portion 

of the bottle, or its receptacle e, is such that 
the latter constitutes a sort of measuring 
chamber-that is, this bulged portion or cham 
ber e is designed and sized so as to contain 
the prescribed dose or quantity of the liquid 
to be used when the bottle shall be held in 
such a position (see, for instance, Fig. 3) that 
the liquid contents shall be separately held in 
the main portion A and in the said receptacle 
e, and with the latter in a condition to permit 
the removal of the cork or stopper without 
spilling any of the contents of e. To thus sup 
ply the auxiliary chamber e the bottle should 
be turned nearly or partially upside down, as 
shown, for instance, at Fig. 2, and then suffi 
ciently righted to bring it into about the posi 
tion seen at Fig. 3, (and its contents into the 
separated condition shown by the broken lines 
in said figure,) and in the great majority of 
cases in which such a contrivance is most use 
full-as, for instance, in all cases in which some 
given but not exactly defined quantity of the 
bottle's contents is to be used-the quantity to 
be discharged at one time may thus be meas 
ured with sufficient accuracy for all practical 
purposes. 

It is a most common practice, in the use of 
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all sorts of medicines and liquids put into the turned into another position will be divided 
market by the trade, to have no more accu 
rately - defined directions for the use of the 
contents of the bottle by the patient or user 
than that it is to be taken by the tea or table 
spoonful or wine-glassful, &c.; and as all the 
designated measuring implements or recepta 
cles vary considerably in capacity in the dif 
ferent makes of spoons and glasses, it follows 
that even thougll the measuring-receptacle e, 
when used as herein described, may not al 
ways contain precisely the same quantity, it 
will serve to perforin the measuring of doses 
to be taken with quite as much, if not much 
greater, precision or unifornity in all cases 
than is attainable by the present modes of 
measuring; but in the use of such a bottle or 
contrivance as that herein shown and de 
scribed no spoon, glass, or other separate in 
plement or utensil need be used; and even in 
the dark most persons could, by the sense of 
feeling only, manipulate the bottle so as to 
properly supply the receptacle e with the 
right or designed uantity of the bottle's con 
tents, as shown at Fig. 3, and could then ex 
tract the cork and drink only the portion of 
liquid contained in sail portion e, were it de 
sired to thus take or use the liquid. 

If it be desired to measure and pour out the 
contents into another utensil-as, for instance, 
in order to mix the liquid with water or some 
other substance-the cork Cmay be withdrawn 
while the bottle is in position seen at Fig. 3, 
and the bottle then tipped into the position 
shown at Fig. 4, when, as illustrated by the 
last-named figure, all the liquid contained at 
e will run out without the overflow of any of 
the liquid of chamber A into e. 

If deemed expedient, the neck portion B of 
the bottle may be provided with the supple 
mental device of indicating-lines or a scale of 
marks, either as illustrated by the dotted lilies 
at Fig. 1 or by those at Fig. 3, (or with any 
other sort of gage-marks or devices;) but in 
practice, for most purposes, the proper prede 
termination of the size and shape of the re 
ceptacle portion e (so as to hold either a tea 
or table spoonful or other prescribed quantity 
will, I presume, render the novel bottle con 
trivance capable of answering well its intended 
SS 

Of course the design and all the details of 
construction of my novel dose-measuring bot 
tle may be considerably varied, in the judgment 
of the maker and user of the contrivance, and 
according to circumstances to be considered, 
without materially departing from the princi. 
ple of construction peculiar to my invention, 
the gist of which is in having the bottle made 
with some sort of auxiliary chamber or re 
ceptacle - like device so relatively arranged 
with the main or body portion of the bottle 
and its mouth that when the bottle shall be 
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turned into a certain position the liquid will 
flow into said auxiliary receptacle, and when 

or separately held in both the said receptacle 
and the main or body portion of the bottle, 
and may be discharged from the former with 
out the discharge of any portion of the con 
tents of the latter. 
At Fig. 5 I have shown a modification of 

my invention, in which there is no bulging re 
ceptacle in the neck portion f, which is placed 
one-sided, (as is common in some bottles, such 
as small ink-bottles, now made,) but in which a 
sort of partition, h, divides the body of the 
bottle into two compartments, i and j, and is 
perforated at ac. In this form of my invention, 
by holding the bottle in a substantially hori 
zontal position, with its shorter side down 
most, and then turning it axially to bring the 
longer side or line of the body downmost, the 
chanbers i and j will stand full to the same 
level, but have the contents of each separated 
from that of the other by the partition h, (as 
suming, of course, always that the bottle be not 
so nearly full that in the last-named position 
of it the liquid will be at a level such as to 
flow through the aperture a of the partition,) 
and then, by inclining the bottle to an oblique 
position, as seen at Fig. 5, so as to permit the 
removal of the cork l without spilling any 
liquid, a quantity of liquid will be measured 
in and can separately be run out of the com 
partment i without discharging any portion 
of the contents of j. 
At Fig. 6 is shown still another modifica 

tion, in which the bottle has its interior di 
vided into two compartnents, an and n, by a 
solid partition, o, and is provided or formed 
with a sort of tubular passage or communica 
tion (at 8) between the compartments. In this 
form of contrival ice the measuring and sepa 
rate disclarge of the desired quantity of the 
liquid contents of the bottle may be accom 
plished by a nanipulation of the bottle about 
similar to that explained in reference to the 
modification shown at Fig. 5. 
What I claim as of my invention, and desire 

to secure by Letters Patent, without restric 
tion to any mere matters of form or precise ar 
rangement of the devices shown and described, 
1S-r 

Albottle or liquid-receptacle having its main 
chamber or receptacle supplemented with a 
measuring receptacle or E. into which 
latter the liquid contents of the bottle may be 
made to flow, and from which the contained 
liquid can be discharged through the mouth of 
the bottle without discharging from the main 
receptacle of the bottle any portion of its con 
tents. 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
my hand this 15th day of December, 1880 

JAMES M. DOIDGE, 

In presence of 
JULIUS GOLDZIER, 
W. ), EW ART, 
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